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 -Andante  (6’40”)

IAN PARROTT (b.1916)

 String Quartet No. 4 (1963) (15’35”)

5 1st Movement: Preface Allegro (0’27”)

6 2nd Movement: Lento dolce (4’49”)

7 3rd Movement: Allegro con fuoco (5’52”)

8 4th Movement: Lento dolce (2’46”)

9 5th Movement: Epilogue 

 Allegro leggiero (1’41”)

DAVID HARRIES 
(1933-2003)

 Piano Quintet Op. 20 (1964) (12’55”)

10 1st Movement: Moderato (4’38”)

11 2nd Movement: Lento (5’02”)

12 3rd Movement: Vivo (3’18”)
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patterns, cluster chords, jazz-influenced episodes and simpler, 
diatonic chordal passages.  David Harries described the style of the 
quintet as ‘intentionally eclectic’, designed to appeal to the listener 
on many levels.
 PAUL CONWAY
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Essentially a lyrical work, it gives the piano and strings equal 
weight, rather than treating the forces as if they were participating 
in a mini-piano concerto.  Formally, it shares certain characteristics 
with the Violin Concerto, completed in the same year: both works 
are in three movements and adapt aspects of 12-note technique to a 
fundamentally tonal design.

The first movement of the quintet is a Moderato, whose main 
theme, an ascending scale, is ever-present in the musical argument, 
and whose opening phrase shows Harries’s fondness for evolving 
a melodic line from the chromatic scale.  The central Lento, which 
begins and ends with doleful chords, is both more contemplative and 
more dramatic than the outer fast movements.  A short concluding 
Vivo condenses the stylistic and thematic range of the quintet, with 
the return of scalic material and incorporating lyric and more active 
ideas.  The final assertion of C confirms the harmonic trend of the 
first movement and the work’s overall tonal centre, despite the fact 
that much of the music has no obvious key association.          

Constructed along antiphonal lines, the quintet presents the piano 
and strings as independent and contrasting sources of sound, 
making musical points alternately rather than simultaneously, so 
that the piano performs a concertante role rather than serving as 
accompaniment or decoration.  The idiom is modern, but accessible, 
with instantly recognisable and memorable thematic ideas, which 
appear in a variety of contexts, such as syncopated rhythms, serial 
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DAVID WYNNE.  Piano Sonata No.2

David Wynne summed up his creative creed in the 1962 Cheltenham 
Festival programme brochure, stating that he favoured ‘the 

old fashioned view, that ideas and textures must move to their final 
achievement of Form through their own intrinsic musical values, 
and not drag through to a semblance of Form as a result of imposed 
devices, novel effects and extra-musical calculation’.      

He was born on 2 June 1900 in Penderyn, Glamorgan; the following 
year the family moved to Lianfabon.  He left school at 12, worked at 
the local grocer’s and, on his 14th birthday, went down the mine at 
Albion Colliery, Cilfynydd.  He stayed at the coalface until, at the age 
of 25, he won a Glamorgan County scholarship to University College, 
Cardiff.  He took the BMus in 1928, trained as a teacher for a year 
at Bristol University and became a full-time music teacher at Lewis 
School, Pengam, Glamorgan (1929-1961).  He taught at the Welsh 
College of Music and Drama in Cardiff from 1960 to 1970 and at 
University College, Cardiff from 1970 to 1980.  

His career as a composer took off in February 1945, when his String 
Quartet No.1 won the A. J. Clements Composition Prize and he first 
made contact with Michael Tippett, one of the adjudicators, who 
became a friend and supporter of his music.  Early influences on 
Wynne were Schoenberg and, especially, Bartók, together with the 
intricate rhythms of Welsh poetry, particularly that of Dafydd ap 
Gwilym.



His output features a significant body of work expressed in traditional 
forms, including four symphonies (1952, 1955, 1963, 1983) and five 
string quartets (1944, 1949, 1966, 1972, 1980).  Amongst his many 
instrumental works are sonatas for violin (1948, 1952), viola (1951), 
trumpet (1956) and trombone (1956), all with piano, and four piano 
sonatas (1947 rev. 1952, 1956, 1966, 1966).  His Fourth Symphony, 
incomplete at his death on 23 March 1983, is still unperformed, as 
are three large-scale stage works, Jack and Jill (1975), Night and Cold 
Piece (1979) and Cain (1981).

David Wynne’s Piano Sonata No.2 was premièred at a Macnaghten 
Concerts recital in 1957.  The soloist was Eiluned Davies, for whom 
the work was written and to whom it is dedicated.  Purposeful and 
forward moving, the taut Allegro first movement is conceived in a 
free arch construction, roughly defined as A B C B A, though the 
principal ideas are deftly altered upon their reappearance, disguising 
the movement’s basic formal symmetry.  The central Lento has the 
character of a lament; its relaxed and rhapsodic feel provides a respite 
from the outer movements’ relentless energy.  The Finale (Vivo) is 
a moto perpetuo, evolving by a process of continuous variation and 
powered by a characteristically Bartókian drive.  

The sonata’s idiom is contrapuntal and the composer has described 
its harmonic and melodic style as ‘basically modal with atonal 
overtones’.  In 1959, it was the test piece in the national piano-playing 
contest organised by the Guild for the Promotion of Welsh Music; 
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in 1990.  He died on 7 January 2003, aged 69.

His early interest in composition received encouragement in 1952 
when his Introduction and Allegro Scherzoso for string quartet (Op.1) 
received a prize at the National Eisteddfod.  Early works, such as the 
Missa Brevis, for chorus and orchestra (1954) are directly tonal and 
rooted in traditional structures; Noctuary No.1, a setting of poems by 
Gerard Manley Hopkins for chorus and string orchestra (1961) and 
Petitions and Interludes, for male voices and piano (1962) were both 
written in response to BBC commissions and display a high degree 
of sophistication.  During the late 1950s and throughout the 1960s, 
Harries composed in a more freely chromatic idiom, occasionally 
embracing bitonality, which led him to incorporate elements of 
12-note technique.  His Sinfonia da Camera (1959) is a rare example 
of a totally serial work, and he subsequently employed dodecaphonic 
methods only if they suited the nature of the material he was writing.  
His concise and poised Violin Concerto (1964) is based on clear tonal 
centres; it combines an impassioned, Bergian tone with a directness 
of utterance and highly idiomatic writing for the solo instrument.  
Other compositions include two string quartets (1953, 1968), two 
piano sonatas (1965, 1986), clarinet quintet (1962), serenade for brass 
quintet (1968), Symphony (1975), Piano Concerto (1977) and The 
Sleeping Lord (1983), a very fine setting of the poem by David Jones.
 
The Piano Quintet, Op.20, was composed during the summer of 1964 
in response to a commission from the Aberystwyth Arts Festival.  
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mystical quality in much of his music.  The Epilogue, growing out of 
what sounds initially like a cadenza for second violin, reviews the four 
main themes and nimbly draws them together.

Ian Parrott’s String Quartet No.4 is widely regarded as one of the 
finest achievements of his long and prolific career.  Its imaginative 
use of material and great expressive economy show the composer at 
his best, writing in his most serious vein.
 
DAVID HARRIES. Piano Quintet Op.20
In 1961, when David Harries was still in his twenties, Bernard Rands 
commented on him (in The Anglo-Welsh Review): ‘He has a fertile 
imagination, artistic integrity, a disciplined intellect and a sensitive 
aural perception of beauty in sound.  He is acutely aware of the 
fact that the motivating force for creative activity is the desire to 
communicate.’  Although Harries was born in Portsmouth (on 24 
March 1933), his parents were Welsh and he lived most of his life in 
Wales.  At the age of seven, he began learning the theory of music 
and piano playing.  Educated at Pembroke Grammar School, he 
was awarded the Robert Bryan Scholarship to University College 
Aberystwyth, where he studied with Ian Parrott and obtained a 
B.Mus. in 1954.  After teaching appointments in Staffordshire and 
Pembrokeshire, he was appointed first lecturer, then senior lecturer, 
at his college in Aberystwyth.  He joined the staff at the Welsh, now 
Royal, College of Music and Drama in Cardiff in 1975 as head of the 
performers’ course and later became composer-in-residence, retiring 
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though it is not difficult to understand why it was chosen, probing as 
it does the pianist’s lyrical phrasing and expressiveness in the slow 
movement and rhythmic attack in the outer movements, it should 
not be regarded as merely an effective series of technical challenges 
or studies: it is a genuine sonata, and a particularly fine example.   

DAVID WYNNE. String Quartet No.3
David Wynne’s one-movement Third String Quartet was written in 
the autumn of 1966 and the recording featured on this disc was its first 
performance.  Atonal in idiom, the work divides into five interlocking 
sections: Andante-Allegro ritmico-Lento-Vivo (in 15/8)-Andante.  It 
dates from a time when the composer turned to a form of serialism 
and is part of a group of tough, uncompromising works written 
during this period, including Piano Trio No.2 (1965), Piano Sonatas 3 
and 4 (1966), Music for Harp (1966) and Mosaic for four percussion 
players (1968).   

Each of the quartet’s five sections is separated by a pause in the 
music.  The first section’s harmonic, melodic and textural elements 
provide the material upon which the rest of the piece is based.  It 
opens with a repeated pizzicato chord above a C sharp trill on the 
cello, providing the template for other chords, similarly constructed.  
In each of the slow sections, the beat is broken up into odd factors 
of 5 or 7, creating tensions released in more conventional divisions 
of the beat.  In the Allegro and Vivo sections, rhythms are sharply 
defined through repetitions of complete groups of notes.  Although 
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the quartet’s phrasing is often fragmentary, derived as it is from brief 
thematic cells, it is given coherence by an overriding progressive 
momentum, which finally comes to rest on the chord with which the 
work began.

IAN PARROTT. String Quartet No.4
Ian Parrott believes that, to achieve a perfect balance, music should 
be a combination of the Expected and the Unexpected.  As if to prove 
this, his melodic invention is generally accompanied by a variety 
of intricate, unpredictable rhythms, sometimes jazz-inflected.  His 
material is habitually built from a few strongly defined themes, relying 
on his natural gift for variation techniques to beguile and surprise the 
listener.  In matters of style, his works combine the twin elements 
from his adopted homeland of mysticism and lyrical fervour. 

Born in London on 5 March 1916, he was educated studied at Harrow 
School (1929-1931) and the Royal College of Music (1932-1934), also 
studying privately with Benjamin Dale.  At New College, Oxford, 
he won the Margaret Bridges Scholarship and was awarded the 
Oxford D.Mus. in 1940.  After military service in the Royal Signals 
Corps in Middle East and North Africa, he was appointed lecturer 
in music at Birmingham University in 1946.  Three years later, he 
won the first prize from the Royal Philharmonic Society for his 
Symphonic Impression Luxor, which, like the First Symphony 
(1946), was influenced by his wartime experiences.  From 1950 until 
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his retirement in 1983 he occupied the Gregynog Chair of Music at 
the University College of Wales, Aberystwyth, where he fostered other 
composers, such as William Mathias and David Harries.  

His orchestral music includes five symphonies (1946, 1960, 1966, 1978, 
1979), concertos for violin (1945), piano (1945), cor anglais (1956), 
cello (1961), trombone and wind band (1967) and a concertino for 
two guitars and small orchestra (1973).  Amongst his chamber music 
are five string quartets (1946, 1956, 1957, 1963, 1994), an oboe quartet 
(1946), two wind quintets (1948, 1970) and a septet (1962).  There are 
also four operas (including The Black Ram (1951-3), based on an 
18th century Cardiganshire story and incorporating traditional Welsh 
melodies), ballet music and works for brass band.  In addition to 
composing, he has written on a wide range of topics: his books include 
Elgar (London, 1971), Cyril Scott and his Piano Music (London, 1992) 
and The Crying Curlew: Peter Warlock (Llandysul, 1994).      

Completed in 1963, the String Quartet No.4 was premièred at the 
Wigmore Hall on 16 May 1966 by the Allegri Quartet.  The work is 
conceived in an arch-form. A brief Preface introduces, in fragmented 
fashion, the four principal themes to come, which are then developed 
and worked out cogently throughout the rest of the piece.  A substantial 
quick movement is the heart of the quartet, flanked by two similar 
slow movements, which share the same spare, haunting material, 
revealing the composer’s natural predilection for the augmented 
fourth or diabolus in musica, a contributory factor to the essentially 
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